
                 
 

V-RAY SUN AND SKY LIGHT 
 

This demonstration covers the some of the settings of the V-Ray Sun and Sky system. 



                 
 

1. In the folder 03 04 Office Building open the scene named 04 V-Ray Sun&Sky.max 

2. Open the Render Settings and in the Render Elements tab note that we have added the 

VRayGlobalIllumination and VRayLighting render elements. These will help us differentiate the 

effects of the Sun from the Sky. The Sun mainly affects the direct illumination and indirectly affects the 

global illumination. The Sky only affects the global illumination. 

 

3. Open the V-Ray Light Lister and note that we have already created a V-Ray Sun. The Sun has been 

animated to several different positions that will be helpful for the demonstration 

 

 

4. Open the Environment and Effects window and note that when we created the V-Ray Sun a V-Ray 

Sky procedural texture was automatically added to the Environment Map slot. The colors and 

brightness of this map are going to be affected by the settings and the position of the V-Ray Sun 

5. Select the Render Camera 



                 
 

 

6. Note that we are using a Physical Camera and the Exposure settings are set for a day-time shoot to 

adjust for the V-Ray Sun’s real world intensity 

   

7. Start V-Ray RT 

 



                 
 

 

8. Select the V-Ray Sun and note that there are several key frames in the animation. Scrub the animation 

to each of those key frames (5,10,15,20) and note how the position of the V-Ray Sun affects the 

intensity and color of the whole system: 



                 
 

 

  

9. Scrub the animation to frame 21 

10. Note that currently the sky model parameter is set to Hosek et al. and try different values for the 

intensity multiplier parameter. Note that changing the intensity multiplier affects both the 

VRayLighting and VRayGlobalIllumination render elements equally. 



                 
 

 

  



                 
 

   

   

  



                 
 

11. Switch the sky model parameter to CIE Clear and try different values for the intensity multiplier. 

Note that while the RGB Color and the VRayLighting render element change, the 

VRayGlobalIllumination remains relatively unaffected 

   

   

  



                 
 

12. Set the intensity multiplier parameter to 1.0 and try different values for the indirect horiz illum 

parameter. Note the effect in the RGB Color and in the VRayLighting and the VRayGlobalIllumination 

render elements: 

   

   

13. Set the indirect horiz illum parameter to 12000 

14. Switch the sky model parameter to CIE Overcast  



                 
 

 

15. Enable the invisible check box: 

 



                 
 

 

16. Disable the invisible check box and switch the sky model to Hosek et al. 

17. Scrub the animation to frame 11 

18. Try different values for the turbidity parameter. Do not use values larger than 10 

 



                 
 

  

19. Set the turbidity parameter to 2.0 and try different values for the ozone parameter: 

 



                 
 

  

20. Set the ozone parameter to 1 and try different colors for the filter color parameter 

 



                 
 

  

21. Set the filter color parameter to white 

22. Try different values for the size multiplier parameter and note the effect on the shadows: 

 



                 
 

  

23. Having selected the V-Ray Sun click on the Isolate Selection Toggle button: 

 

24. Try different colors for the ground albedo parameter: 

 



                 
 

  

25. Try different values for the blend angle parameter: 

 



                 
 

  

26. Set the blend angle parameter to 4.0 and try different values for the horizon offset parameter: 

 



                 
 

  

27. Set the ground albedo to a light blue, the blend angle to 5.0 and the horizon offset to 0.0 

 



                 
 

28. Scrub the animation to frame 0 

29. Disable the Isolate Selection Toggle  

30. Open the Environment and Effects window and in the Atmosphere rollout select the 

VRayAerialPerspective plug in and enable the Active check box. Set the visibility range (in meters) 

parameter to 1250 to force V-Ray RT to refresh.  

 



                 
 

 

31. In the settings of the V-Ray Sun set the intensity multiplier parameter to 1.5 

 



                 
 

32. Open the Render Setup dialog and in the V-Ray RT tab disable the Override mtl check box 

 



                 
 

 


